In malaria and several other important infectious diseases, high prevalence occurs concomintantly with incomplete immunity. This apparent paradox poses major challenges to malaria elimination in highly endemic regions, where asymptomatic Plasmodium falciparum infections are present across all age classes creating a large reservoir that maintains transmission. This reservoir is in turn enabled by extreme antigenic diversity of the parasite and turnover of new variants. We present here the concept of a threshold in local pathogen diversification that defines a sharp transition in transmission intensity below which new variants generated by either recombination or migration cannot establish. Transmission still occurs below this threshold but parasite diversity can neither accumulate, nor recover, from interventions that further reduce it. An analytical expectation for this threshold is derived and compared to numerical results from a stochastic individual-based model of malaria transmission that incorporates the major antigen-encoding multigene family known as var. This threshold we call R div ; it is complementary to the one defined by the classic basic reproductive number of infectious diseases, R 0 , which does not easily apply under large and dynamic strain diversity. This new threshold concept should be exploited for effective malaria control and applied more broadly to other pathogens with large multilocus antigenic diversity.
Within local populations, parasites share only a few common 23 var genes between different strains (8-10), and across seasons 24 (11). Spatial diversity in var genes has been documented 25 (12) (13) (14) indicating that migration from surrounding areas also 26 contributes to new diversity and to the immunological chal-27 lenge. 28 The accumulation and turnover of new antigenic variants 29 constitutes a major impediment to control in regions of high 30 endemism, where it underlies the large reservoir of chronic 31 asymptomatic infections that sustains transmission. Today 32 the global burden of Plasmodium falciparum is concentrated in 33 these high transmission endemic areas within fifteen countries, 34 mainly in sub-Saharan Africa (WHO 2017) . A similar reser-35 voir is found in other vector-borne diseases that exhibit high 36 prevalence of infection with no clinical symptoms in domestic 37 and wildlife hosts (15) (16) (17) . Nonsterile specific immunity is 38 common to all these pathogens as a result of extreme antigenic 39 variation encoded by multigene families (18, 19) . 40 We present here a reproductive number complementary 41 to R0 that defines a threshold for parasite antigenic diver-42 sification below which the accumulation of new variants no 43 longer occurs even though they are consistently produced. We 44 derive an analytical expectation for the rate of generation of 45 "successful" new genes, and numerically compute the analyt-46 ical threshold associated with this rate using simulations of 47 a stochastic agent-based model that incorporates var genes 48 and the acquisition of immunity by individual hosts. We then 49 investigate the epidemiological and evolutionary factors that 50
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The authors declare no competing interest. (2) holds in general for any infectious disease 109 that generates new antigens. We consider here the specifics 110 of Plasmodium falciparum and its multicopy var genes (typi-111 cally about 40-60 per genome), whose expression is sequential 112 during the blood stage of infection (23). Because only those 113 genes towards which the host has not yet built immunity are 114 expressed, the average duration of infection will equal the 115 number of genes per genome times the average proportion of 116 susceptible (non-immune) hosts per gene,
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where d is the duration of infection for a given gene in a 119 naive host, g is the number of genes per genome, and fi is the 120 population frequency of a given gene. We can rewrite equation 121 Eq.
(2) using Eq.
(3) (Methods), to obtain
where the mean number of susceptible hosts for a gene is given
Sifi. This expression for the invasion probability 125 shows that a new gene is likely to invade when it affords a wider 126 host niche than that of older genes (by encoding for epitopes 127 that are new given the immunity of the host population). In 128 other words, the available number of hosts for its expression 129 should be higher on average than that for existing genes. In 130 addition, the invasion probability of a single gene decreases 131 with increasing genome size g, as the importance of a single 132 gene also decreases. 133 We can now evaluate the existence of the threshold be-134 havior indicated by the above analytical argument. To this 135 end, we compute R div from a stochastic agent-based model of 136 malaria transmission (10, 24) that tracks var evolution and 137 immunity and is described in detail in (10). A number of 138 extensions are also considered here to address the generality of 139 the argument, including distinct major var gene groups with 140 associated differential fitness and constrained recombination 141 (Methods). We specifically examine how the accumulation of 142 new variants over a given period of time, varies as a function of 143 R div . We calculate Gnew according to Eq. Eq. (2) and Eq. (4) 144 by obtainingS, N , and µ directly from the simulations, and 145 Tnew from the average lifespan of all the new variants that are 146 produced during this time period.
147
Results show that the transmission system naturally falls 148 into two regimes separated by a threshold at R div = 1 (Fig. 149  1A) . Below this transition, new antigenic variants are gener-150 ated but do not accumulate or persist (Fig. 1C ), whereas above 151 it, they are able to accumulate and experience a continuous 152 turnover rate (see shifting shades of colors in Fig. 1D ). The 153 transition between these regimes occurs around the proposed 154 boundary where the rate of generation of genes surpasses the 155 average lifespan of new antigenic variants (R div > 1). This 156 threshold is robust to differences in specific assumptions about 157 the transmission and genetic systems (including processes of 158 within-host dynamics, functional differences between genes, 159 values of the recombination and biting rates), as each point in 160 Fig. 1A represents a simulation with different model assump-161 tions and parameter combinations (Methods; Table S1-2).
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Importantly, the quantity R div scales monotonically with 163 the intensity of transmission measured here as the entomologi- intensity. This association implies that the transition between 169 regimes also occurs as a function of transmission intensity 170 ( Fig 1A, C, D) , and therefore, that the malaria system can be 171 pushed below threshold by changing this control variable.
172
The transition examined so far represents the behavior of 173 the system for different values of R div or transmission intensity.
174
Its existence should influence the temporal response of the 175 malaria system to intervention events that reduce transmission 176 at a given point in time. In particular, interventions that take 177 the transmission system above threshold should lead to distinct 178 responses than those that fail to do so. This is illustrated in (Fig. 2) . The mean Tnew evaluated numerically will always be 219 shorter than that predicted from the diffusion approximationt, 220 especially asS becomes smaller and persistence times rapidly 221 increase. This is because the stochastic simulations can only 222 track lifespan within a finite time period (which places an 223 upper bound on its value), and because the assumption of 224 constantS does not apply. Nevertheless, the theoretical trend 225 of increasing Tnew with decreasingS and therefore, higher 226 transmission intensity, does apply to the numerical system.
227
In summary, by evaluating whether Gnew < 1/Tnew (or 228 equivalently, R div < 1), one can predict whether the system 229 has a relatively stable antigen-encoding gene pool, or whether 230 alternatively, new variants continuously enter into it. We have 231 shown that whether new genes can successfully establish in the 232 population is most tightly linked with the average proportion 233 of susceptible hosts (or the niche) available for existing genes 234 (S). When transmission rate is low,S is large and new genes 235 do not have a significant advantage over older ones. New genes 236 experience a small invasion probability, and even when they 237 invade, they experience strong drift, functioning as effectively 238 neutral. As transmission intensity increases, the selective 239 advantage of new genes also increases asS decreases. Once 240 S is below a given value (0.4 in our simulations), new genes 241 are most likely to be maintained in the population indefinitely. 242 Concomitantly, the increase in gene diversity results in higher 243 parasite population sizes N (Fig. S3A) . The system thus enters 244 a regime of positive feedback for new variants, as elevated 245 diversity boosts N and therefore also, Gnew, before reaching 246 equilibrium.
247
Discussion. The concept of a threshold behavior in the accu-248 mulation of antigenic variants has implications for overcoming 249 the resilience of highly endemic falciparum malaria to interven-250 tion efforts. Although a decreasing trend in antigenic diversity 251 with transmission intensity is well known and expected from 252 both biogeography and epidemiology, the actual form of this 253 reduction is much less clear. Our results indicate the existence 254 of a sharp transition below which the disease system should 255 effectively respond as a typical low transmission region, not 256 just because of reduced transmission intensity but also because 257 of much lower antigenic diversity no longer able to rebuild. 258 Failure to push transmission intensity below this threshold 259 would lead to a fast rebound in new variation, despite an 260 overall diversity reduction. Crossing of the threshold would 261 instead provide an indication that the system is now poised 262 for further intervention with enhanced results.
263
Control and even elimination efforts are indeed known to be 264 most successful in biogeographical regions of low transmission, 265 such as those at the edge of the distribution of the disease in 266 Africa and in other continents (25). Arresting the fast turnover 267 of the local antigenic pool typical of high endemism would 268 significantly repress disease burden and facilitate its further 269 reduction. Concomitant control efforts at a regional level are 270 critical to stem immigration, as migrant genomes would ex-271 hibit higher invasion probabilities than local ones given their 272 higher likelihood of harboring new antigens. Monitoring the 273 turnover of var gene diversity through molecular epidemiol-274 ogy in response to control efforts should inform intervention 275 evaluation in high transmission regions.
276
Although the importance of host immune selection in 277 shaping the antigenic variation of P. falciparum and other 278 pathogens is recognized (21, 26-28), mathematical and compu-279 tational models typically evaluate intervention efficacy without 280 explicit consideration of antigenic diversity (e.g. (29, 30) ) and 281 openness of the system to innovation (31). Our results under-282 score the importance of these aspects.
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vide general guidelines for intervention evaluation where tra-285 ditional application of R0 is unable to do so for highly diverse 286 pathogens (2, 21). Future work should consider how to obtain 287 this number from estimation of key parameters, such as par-288 asite population size, transmission rates and gene pool size, 289 based on combined data from molecular and field epidemiology.
290
Parameterization of an agent-based stochastic transmission 291 model that implements immune selection and recombination 292 explicitly (e.g., (10, 32)) could be used, which represents a 293 computational challenge (but see (33)). Estimating the viabil- 
where n denotes the number of copies of new genes, and W , 346 the fitness of a gene. In our case, n = 1 as new genes originate 347 from a unique mutation or an ectopic recombination event. When 
[6]
354 R ef f for a given var gene is in turn the product of the epidemi-355 ological contact rate of the disease (β) and the typical infection 356 duration (τ ) of parasites that carry the given gene,
The contact rate β is equal to the product of the transmission 
365
Different groups of var genes may vary in their binding affini-366 ties to host receptors and therefore in their transmissibility. For 367 simplicity, we consider that all genes exhibit the same transmis-368 sibility and therefore, the same absolute fitness, as we are most 369 interested in estimating the fate of a new variant as a result of 370 immune (frequency-dependent) selection. (We do explore later the 371 effect of fitness differences numerically with the agent-based stochas-372 tic model, described in the section on "the modified var evolution 373 model").
374
With Eq. (7) for R ef f , we can write
Numerical evaluation of R div . . With equation (8) (or its equivalent 377 (4)), we can now compute Gnew = N µp inv in equation (1) The modified var evolution model. We used an extended implementa-398 tion of the agent-based model developed in (10), where a complete 399 description can be found. Here, we first briefly summarize the 400 main features of the computational model, and then document the 401 specific changes implemented in this study, including different trans-402 mission scenarios and rules of within-host dynamics. (Parameter 403 combinations and specific rules are listed in Table S1 -2 ).
404
The computational model is an individual-based, discrete-event, 405 continuous-time stochastic system in which the infection and im-406 mune history of each host are tracked individually. In the numerical 407 D R A F T Fig. 1 . Numerical simulations reveal a transition between two regimes of antigenic diversity accumulation. (A) The percentage of new genes in the local parasite population at the end of a given simulation period (200 years) remains negligible when the reproductive number R div for antigen-encoding new genes is lower than one. By contrast, this percentage increases rapidly above this threshold. Because the time interval over which we computed R div = GnewTnew concerns long transients, we evaluated the rate of generation of new genes Gnew as a mean over this interval (by averaging the values of N and S every 180-day interval), and the lifespan Tnew, as an average for all the new genes that invaded during this time (with this interval placing an upper bound on individual lifespans). Each point represents a simulation with different combinations of parameters and assumptions (including variation in rules of within-host dynamics, in strength of the trade-off between transmissibility and duration of infection, and in values and seasonality of the transmission rates, Table S1 -2). (B) Because R div increases monotonically with transmission intensity (Fig. S2 ), the percentage of new genes also exhibits the threshold behavior with this variable, measured here by the entomological inoculation rate (EIR, the number of infectious bites per person per year). For simplicity, when a transmission event occurs, our model considers that all bites of an infected 'donor' host generate an infectious bite, and that all infectious bites of the 'recipient' host result in infection. This implies that the EIR values in the graph should be adjusted for comparison to actual field values (by dividing by the product of the competence/transmissibility probabilities, which will raise EIR). (C) New genes do not accumulate below the transmission threshold where they essentially follow neutral dynamics. In contrast, they do accumulate and turn over at a constant rate under frequency-dependent selection above this threshold (D). Each color in these two panels refers to a new gene in the population. New genes that account for less than five infections over the entire period are combined and represented in red. (E) The average lifespan of new genes is shorter below the threshold than above it (F). (F) In addition, new genes with a greater number of new alleles (epitopes) live longer above the threshold, whereas below the threshold, they experience similar lifespans. Interventions that push the system below the threshold are effective at stopping the accumulation of new genes (H), whereas those that do not, result in the rebound and rebuilding of diversity (G). Red and blue colors indicate genes that originate respectively before and after the intervention. 
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